Office of the Dean College of Post Graduate Studies
No. SVP/ DPGS/2015/793
Dated: 14.7.2015
Office order

All Heads of the Departments
Please find enclosed copies of the document on time table of post graduate courses
(master’s and doctoral) to be offered by various Departments during I semester for further
implementation. The schedule provided by the respective Head of the Department has been
finalized in accordance to the discussion in the meeting held on 9.7.2015. Some valuable
tips/excerpts from the academic regulations and class timings have also been incorporated for
the benefit of the faculty and all concerned. All the orders issued in this respect by Heads of
the Departments stand cancelled with immediate effect to avoid any confusion/ controversy.
Extra copies, if needed, may be produced by the Heads of the Departments for distribution
among departmental faculty. The same is also available on the University website. Hopefully,
the courses would be assigned to the teachers by concerned Heads at their earliest with a copy
to the undersigned. Deans of various colleges are also requested to pay their attention to the
timings while finalizing their UG time table. Further, the time table for II semester is also
available on the website and may be used in chalking out course programme of the students.
The courses would be repeated in future in the respective semesters with the same time table
unless a change is demanded with valid reasons. Any deviation in the schedule except under
section 32 of the chapter-III shall make a course liable to be treated as not conducted with all
the responsibility at the part of the instructor and concerned Head.
(N. S. Rana)
Dean PGS
Encl: as above copies of the time table
CC: for information please
 PS to Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor,
 Registrar, and
 Deans of Colleges (Agriculture, Biotechnology & Vety. & Animal Sciences)

